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This study investigates whether the association of coronary artery calcium(CAC) with incident non-fatal and fatal cardiovascular(CVD) events is 
different among two large, population-based observational studies. The different study designs of these two parallel, but fully independent, studies 
allow for assessing the effect on CV endpoints and downstream therapies due to informing physicians and patients of the results of their CAC (as 
done in Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis(MESA), but not in the Heinz Nixdorf Recall Study(HNR)).
Methods: All Caucasian subjects aged 45-75 years, free of baseline CVD were included (n=2232 in MESA,n=3119 HNR participants). We evaluated 
event rates at 5 years in both studies, including hard cardiac events (MI, cardiac death, resuscitated cardiac arrest), and separately added 
revascularizations and strokes to the model. We evaluated commonly used cutpoints for CAC (0, 1-99, 100-399, 400+) and calculated unadjusted 
hazard ratios (HR), HR adjusted for age and gender, and HR adjusted for both CV risk factors and therapies.
Results: The results were comparable, with both cohorts demonstrating similar outcomes for coronary events, and both demonstrating strong 
independent predictive values for scores of 100-399 and >400, despite significantly different baseline CV risk factors. Overall event rates were 
generally similar, adjusted for risk factors, age and gender, with increasing HR among CAC cutpoints from 1-99 to 100-399, to 400+. Including 
revascularization or strokes did not change the ability of CAC to predict events. No significant increase in revascularization rates were seen in MESA, 
despite patient and provider knowledge of the calcium score, as compared to the HNR study. Isolated revascularization rates (independent of 
infarction) were 1.4%(45/3119) for HNR and 1.9%(43/2232) for MESA over 5 years (p=ns).
Conclusions: A comparison of outcomes showed a remarkable consistency when using CAC scores to stratify event risk, even across two culturally 
diverse populations with different baseline CV risk factor profiles. High CAC did not determininistically result in revascularization.
